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BACKGROUND:

Think Ink. is an advertising agency based out
of Minneapolis that recently leased the second floor
of the Pence building. The goal was not only to come up with
the design of the Agency itself, but also the skyway that connects
Hennepin and First Avenue, running through the center of the space.

The challenge: Come up with a design that drives creativity and allows for
flexibility and comfort keeping in mind the nature of an Advertising Agency.

A space that allows for a mixture of work and fun is key in keeping minds stirring and
coming up with the latest advertisements. The space was split into two areas separated
by the skyway- a public side with all of the offices and public conference room, and the
more private brainstorming and break areas with an employee only conference room for
staff meetings.

CONCEPT:

Think Ink takes everyday ideas and turns them into inventive solutions. While
the company concentrates on fundamental communication strategies, the
design offers innovative solutions while utilizing a creative, quirky,
yet casual approach to the interior space. Focusing on rhythm
and volume, the space makes use of stimulating, flexible
forms to drive creativity and bring about an
inspiring, adaptable, and working
atmosphere.
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Think Ink. Floor Plan with Dimension Plan underlay
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Workability is key in this design to allow for creative juices to flow. The space is separated by the skyway that moves throughout the space
to create a smooth transition from one building to the next.
The use of lighting and materials has made this space fresh, modern and in touch with its quirky side.

Think Ink. Reflected Ceiling Plan with Switching Diagram underlay
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The lighting incorporated into the design not only illuminates the main travel paths, acting as a guide throughout,
but it also adds to the creative and casual feel of the space.

Pence Building Skyway Perspective

Think Ink. Reception Perspective
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The entry is easily distinguished by the large ink blot pattern stained into the concretecreating an easy transition from skyway to agency.
Upon entering Think Ink., you are greeted with bright colors, unusual furniture, and a focal wall of stamped letters.
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When it comes to the bathroom, the fun continues “behind closed doors”.
The vanity carries the quirky design into this space by way of this “Flower Sink” by Duebi Italia.
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Put you thinking cap on in this conference area designed as a “Think Tank”.
The top hats act as lighting for this space- a fun spin on a client meeting area.

Account Executives Perspective
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The office spaces are kept simple and casual without jeopardizing the creative and innovative goal of the design.

Break area elevation
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The open-plan design allows for easy reconfiguration of the space thanks to flexible, moveable furnishings.

Break area Perspective
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Brainstorming Perspective
Creative, Casual, Quirky- The break room and brainstorming areas were designed with fun furnishings
to stimulate the mind to allow for having fun while thinking up new ideas.

